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DESCRIPTION

METHOD FOR SELECTIVE SERVICE UPDATES FOR COMMUNICATION..

NETWORKS

Technical Field

The present invention pertains to a method for a

user' s Master personal gateway to perform selective

updating of service advertisements among the user' s Slave

personal gateways located geographically apart within

the user's Personal Network.

Background Art

[Non-patent Document 1 ] UPnP™ Forum, "UPnP™ Device

Architecture 1.0", UPnP™ version 1.0.1, December 2003.

[Non-patent Document 2 ] 3rd Generation Partnership

Project, "All-IP Network (AIPN) feasibility study

(Release I)", 3GPP TR 22.978 version 7.1.0, June 2005.

[Non-patent Document 3 ] Stefan Mahlhecht, Peter

Palensky, Linking control networks and wireless personal

area networks", Emerging Technologies and Factory

Automation, 2003 .Proceedings .ETFA '03 .September. 16-19,

2003, Piscataway, NJ, USA, IEEE, vol. 1,16 September 2003 ,

pages 31 -36

[US patent application 20040266439] Lynch, Jamel

P . JR., Miller, Brent A . and Wesley, Ajamu A . "Systems,

methods and computer program products for connecting ad

hocpiconets to wide area networks", US Patent Application



2004/0266439A1, December, 2004.

This invention relates to the field of

telecommunications in personal communications networks .

More particularly, it concerns on how selective updating

of service advertisements can be performed over the

communications networks.

When a new device is added to a user' s Personal Area

Network (PAN), the device may choose to advertise its

service (s) into the user's PAN. A typical technique for

service advertisement is Universal Plug and Play (UPnP)

as defined in [Non-patent Document 1 ] . UPnP is a

distributed, open networking architecture that leverages

TCP/IP and the Web technologies to enable seamless

proximity networking in addition to control and data

transfer among networked devices in the home, office,

and public spaces. It is designed to bring easy-to-use,

flexible, standards-based connectivity to ad-hoc or

unmanaged networks whether in the home, in a small business,

public spaces, or the Internet.

Using the UPnP discovery protocol, it allows that

device to advertise its services within the user's PAN.

It does this by multicasting discovery messages to a

standard address and port. For the device to advertise

the full extent of its capabilities, it will have to

multicast a number of discovery messages corresponding

to each of its embedded devices and services .Each message

contains information specific to the embedded device (or



service) as well as information about its enclosing device

Messages should include duration until the advertisements

expire; if the device remains available, the

advertisements should be re-sent with a new duration.

If the device becomes unavailable, th e device should

explicitly cancel its advertisements, but if the device

is unable to do this, the advertisements will expire on

their own.

However, service advertisement in the current UPnP

architecture is only suitable for a local area network

environment for example management of devices within

a single home network or single office network environment .

As the needs and requirements of digital living advances,

a user' s home network space may span across multiple homes

or offices. A case in point is a user may have a house

.in town, a holiday home, and even some of his personal

devices in his offices . The user would like to consolidate

all his personal devices and define them as his personal

network space. Therefore, a user is still able to retrieve

the services provide by the different devices which are

located geographically far apart as if they are within

the locality of his home or office network. A typical

example of user' s Personal Network is defined in

[Non-patent Document 2 ] . A Personal Network consists of

more than one device under the control of one user

providing access to the All IP Network (AIPN) . These

devices are interconnected by the AIPN such that the user



perceives a continuous secure connection regardless of

their relative locations .

In [Non-patent Document 3] , the paper give s an

overview on how a node i s able t o discover services within

a parti cular domain or acros s domains . This method

involves a node being abl e t o be aware of local ized

services i n terms of location, devi ce capabilitie s or

other pro files . However, thi s method does not speci fy

how the node handles changes i n its service profile , which

i s the focus of our invention .

[US pat ent app l i cat i on 200402 66439] pr op o s es

a me tho d of s endi ng the s e r vi ce adv er t i s eme nt f r o m

an ad- hoc pi conet t o ano t her ad- hoc pi conet over

t he Wi de Ar e a Ne two r k (WAN ) . Fo r t hi s pr i or ar t ,

the y prop ose the us e of an app l i cat i on s erve r wi t h i n

each ad hoc p i con et . A s ervi ce man i f e s t t hat i s

l ocat ed wi t hi n each app l i cat i on s erver aggr egat es

the ad hoc p i con et s ervi ces adv er t i s emen t s t hat

ar e ava i l ab l e f rom mu l t i p l e c l i en t s wi t hi n t he ad

hoc pi con et and adve r t i s e t he aggr ega t ed s er vi ce

l i s t over t he wi de are a ne two r k t o ot he r app l i cat i on

s erve r s . How ever , by br oadcas t i ng the s ervi ce l i s t

over the WAN i s a wa s t e of t he ne two r k r es our ces

i f a par t i cu l ar ad hoc pi cone t ha s no need of t he

s ervi ces adve r t i s ed .

I t i s thu s an obj ect of the curr ent invent i on

t o pr ov i de a me tho d t o al l ow a us er ' s per sona l



gateway to perform selective updating of service

advertisements among all PAN (s) within the user's

Personal Network.

Disclosure of Invention

The current invention provides a solution for the

problem that has arisen when the user wishes to receive

service advertisement (s) from the user's Personal Area

Networks (PANs) which are located geographically apart.

In this invention, service advertisements refer to

messages relating to capability announcements including

updates of new or removed capabilities. The aspect of

the invention wouldbe a method of allowing a user' sMaster

Personal Gateway (PG) to perform selective updating of

service advertisements among all Slave PGs within the

user's Personal Network.

One advantage is that this allows an efficient usage

of the network bandwidth as service advertisements would

not be broadcasted to the all personal gateways within

the user's Personal Network. A second advantage is that

Slave personal gateway (s) may operate in sleep mode and

only wake up to process a service advertisement. This

is particularly useful for mobile devices as they have

limited battery lifetime.

In one preferred embodiment of the present invention

for selective updating procedure, it is provided a method

of performing selective service advertisement updating



procedure comprising of the following steps: a Slave

Personal Gateway (PG) providing its service list to a

Master Personal Gateway (PG) ,wherein the Slave PG service

list comprises of capabilities of services that the Slave

PG is interested in being updated; the Master PG storing

the Slave PG service list in a Master PG service list;

the Master PG receiving a service advertisement; the

Master PG determining said received service

advertisement is to be forwarded to a Slave PG, wherein

the Master PG determining comprises of the Master PG

checking from the Master PG service list if the Slave

PG has requested for capabilities update of said service

specified in the service advertisement; and the Master

PG forwarding the service advertisement to said selected

Slave PG.

In another preferred embodiment of the present

invention for selective updating procedure, it is

provided another method of performing selective service

advertisement updating procedure comprising of the

following steps :Slave PG tagging a service advertisement

according to its access rules; Slave PG forwarding the

tagged service advertisement to Master PG; Master PG

processing the tagged service advertisement with its

stored access rules; and Master PG forwarding the service

advertisement to all selected Slave PGs based on its

polices set within its access rule list. Inthis embodiment,

in addition to the advantages stated in our preferred



embodiment for selective updating procedure, the

processing at Master PG is slightly less complex as the

Master PG would only need to identify how a service

advertisement is tagged and use the access rule list to

determine which Slave PG should receive the service

advertisement. This therefore allows the Master PG to

process the service advertisement in an efficient manner .

In yet another preferred embodiment of the present

invention for selective updating procedure, it is

provided another policy based method of performing

selective service advertisement updating procedure

comprising of the following steps: Master PG identifying

which Slave PG sent the service advertisement; andMaster

PG forwarding the service advertisement to selected Slave

PGs based on its polices set within its access rule list.

In this embodiment, in addition to the advantages stated

in our preferred embodiment for selective updating

procedure, the internal resources for a Slave PG is less

demanding as only the Master PG will store the access

rule list and the Slave PG will only need to forward the

service advertisement to Master PG. This would therefore

be very useful especially if the Slave PG is a mobile

device, which has limited internal resources.

In further preferred embodiment of the present

invention for selective updating procedure, it is

provided a user command based method of performing

selective service advertisement updating procedure



comprising of the following steps: Slave PG sending the

service advertisement along with a user command to Master

PG; Master PG processing the user command; and Master

PG forwarding the service advertisement to selected Slave

PGs based on the user command. In this embodiment, in

addition to the advantages stated in our preferred

embodiment for selective updating procedure, it allows

a user to dynamically choose which Slave PG to update.

This therefore provides the user with more control on

where the service update is to be sent.

In yet another preferred embodiment of the present

invention for selective updating procedure, it is

provided a method of performing selective service

advertisement updating procedure comprising of the

following steps : Master PG storing all service

advertisements fromSlave PGs within its data store; Slave

PGs performing a service lookup to Master PG whenever

it receives a service request; and Master PG forwarding

the service advertisement to selected Slave PGs based

on service requested.

Another aspect of the invention would be a method

to allow a Master PG to handover its role to a Slave PG

within the user's Personal Network, wherein the handover

procedures is initiated by the Slave PG.

In one preferred embodiment of the present invention

for handing over procedure, it is provided a device

authentication method of performing Master PG to Slave



PG handover procedure comprising of the following steps :

Slave PG sending a request for handover along with it's

device authentication information to Master PG based on

user's request; Master PG validating the device

authentication information; Master PG'sending its service

list to Slave PG after authenticating it; Slave PG storing

the Master PG service list; and Slave PG sending an

acknowledgment to Master PG to signal the completion of

the handover procedure. In this embodiment, it allows

the user to dynamically switch the roles of a PG thereby

allowing for a more user specific level of control of

the user's Personal Network.

In another preferred embodiment of the present

invention for handing over procedure, it is provided an

additional method for user authentication of performing

Master PG to Slave PG handover procedure comprising of

the following steps: Slave PG sending a request for

handover along with is device authentication information

to Master PG based on user' s request; Master PG validating

the device authentication information; Master PG sending

a challenge to Slave PG; Slave PG sending a password to

Master PG; Master sending its service list to Salve PG

after validating the password; Slave PG storing the Master

PG service list; and Slave PG sending an acknowledgment

to Master PG to signal the completion of the handover

procedure. In this embodiment of handing over procedure,

in addition to the advantages stated in our preferred



embodiment, user level security is enforced within the

Personal Network. If the user loses PG, this therefore

would minimize the risk of an intruder using the lost

PG to take control of Personal Network.

In yet another preferred embodiment of the present

invention for handing over procedure, it is provided a

rule based method of performing Master PG to Slave PG

handover procedure comprising of the following steps :

Slave PG determines from its handover rule list if a

handover procedure is required; Slave PG sending a request

for handover along with it's device authentication

information to Master PG; Master PG validating the device

authentication information; Master PG determining if a

user authentication is required for the handover

procedure; Master PG sending its service list to Salve

PG; Slave PG storing the Master PG service list; and Slave

PG sending an acknowledgment to Master PG to signal the

completion of the handover procedure. In this embodiment

of handing over procedure, in addition to the advantages

stated in our preferred embodiment, it allows a simple

and automatic handover procedure to be executed without

having the user to initiate the handover procedure.

Another aspect of the invention would be a method

to allow a Master PG to handover its role to the Slave

PG within the user's Personal Network by performing a

takeover procedure, wherein the takeover procedure is

initiated by the Master PG.



In a preferred embodiment of the present invention

for taking over procedure, it is provided a method of

performing Master PG to Slave PG takeover procedure

comprising of the following steps:

Master PG sends a request for a takeover procedure

along with its device authentication information to Slave

PG; Slave PG validating the Master PG device

authentication information and informs user of such

takeover procedure; user initiates takeover procedure;

Slave PG sending over an acknowledgement for the takeover

procedure toproceed; Master PG sending its service- list

to Salve PG; Slave PG storing Master PG service list;

and Slave PG sending an acknowledgment to Master PG to

signal the completion of the takeover procedure.

In yet another preferred embodiment of the present

invention for taking over procedure, it is provided a

redirection method of performing Master PG to Slave PG

takeover procedure comprising of the following steps :

Master PG sends a request for a takeover procedure along

with its device authentication information to Slave PG;

Slave PG validating the Master PG device authentication

information and informs user of such takeover procedure;

user chooses to redirect takeover procedure; Slave PG

sending over a redirecting message to Master PG informing

it which Slave PG to communicate with for the takeover

procedure; and Master PG performing the steps of the

takeover procedure as described in out previous



embodiment .

Brief Description of Drawings

The above and other objects and features of the

invention will appear more fully hereinafter from a

consideration of the following description taken in

connection with the accompanying drawing wherein one

example is illustrated by way of example, in which;

Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating the components of

the Personal Gateway according to a preferred embodiment

of the current invention.

Fig .2 is a diagram illustrating the preferred system

according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 3 is a sequence diagram illustrating on the

preferred method of forwarding service advertisement from

Slave Personal Gateway (s) to Master Gateway according

to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating on a service

based method of the selective updating procedure

performed by the Master Personal Gateway according to

a preferred embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 5 is a flow chart illustrating on another method

of the selective updating procedure performed by the

Master Personal Gateway according to a preferred

embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 6 is a flow chart illustrating on a method o f

Master Personal Gateway and Slave Personal Gateway



performing the handing over procedure according to a

preferred embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 7 is a flow chart illustrating on a method of

Master Personal Gateway and Slave Personal Gateway

performing the taking over procedure according to a

preferred embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating on a method of Master

Personal Gateway acting as the Personal Network Management

entity according to a preferred embodiment of the

invention.

Bess Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

To help understand the invention, the following

definitions are used:

"Personal Area Network (PAN)" refers to devices

forming a personal network based on security association

information formed either directly or indirectly.

"Personal Network (PN) " refers to one or more PAN (s)

or devices under the control of one user such that the

user perceives a continuous secure connection regardless

of their relative locations .

"Personal Gateway (PG) " refers to the entity within

a PAN which is able to route (forward) data packets for

devices within a PAN to other personal gateway (s) .

"Service Advertisement" refers tomessages relating

to capability announcements including updates of new or

removed capabilities within the Personal Network.



In the following description, for purposes of

explanation, specific numbers, times, structures,

protocol names, and other parameters are set forth in

order to provide a thorough understanding of the present

invention. However, it will be apparent to anyone skilled

in the art that the presented invention may be practiced

without these specific details. In other instances,

well-known components and modules are shown in block

diagram in order not to obscure the present invention

unnecessarily.

Referring to Fig. 1 , the preferred components of

the Personal Gateway (PG) for the current invention is

disclosed. In our preferred embodiment, PG 10 comprises

of access interface 11, which allows it to send or receive

packets with other personal gateways and also with

device (s) within the user's personal network. In our

preferred embodiment, access interface 11 may be but not

restricted to Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or Cellular. The packets

are sent to processor 12 via path 15. In our preferred

embodiment, packets may be but not restricted to service

advertisement. For example, when a printer forms a PAN

with a mobile gateway, the mobile gateway, acting as a

Slave PG in the user' s personal network, shall update

the Master PG of this new capability of printing in the

PAN by sending the service advertisement .When the printer

is switched or its printing capability is unavailable

due to some reason, the mobile gateway immediately updates



the Master PG of this unavailability of printing services

in the PAN by sending the service advertisement. Thus,

the Master PG would be informed whenever capabilities

within the personal network changes either through a

service advertisement or when it detects that a Slave

PG has lost its connection to the personal network.

PG 10 further comprises of PG information 13, which

stores the information required by the PG 10. In our

preferred embodiment, PG information 13 comprises of

service list 13a, access rule list 13b and handover rule

list 13c. In our preferred embodiment, service list 13a

may comprise of but not restricted to all or some of the

service descriptions located within the user' s personal

network and Internet Protocol (IP) addresses of the user' s

personal gateways. For example, the service list for

a Master PG would comprise of all the capabilities of

all devices within the personal network. In addition,

the Master PG' s service list would also comprise of a

list of capability updates that the Slave PG within the

personal network have registered for. Thus, this would

allow the Master PG to use the service list during the

selective updating procedure, which will be described

in the later embodiments. Furthermore in our preferred

embodiment , access rule list 13b may comprise of but not

restricted to security policies set by the user of PN

20. These security policies will be used by PG 10 to

determine how service advertisements will be sent within



the user' s PN 20.Furthermore in our preferred embodiment,

handover rule list 13c may be but not restricted to user

defined rules used by PG 10 to determine if the handover

procedure is to be initiated by PG 10.

In our preferred embodiment, the service list 13a,

access rule list 13b and handover rule list 13c used in

the invention may be constructed in XML format. The

elements for each list are not limited to the ones stated.

The message may be also constructed using any other format

having similar parameters for passing information.

1 ) Service List

<message id=service_list>

<servioe_list>

<PG_ID> Personal Gateway Identification </ PG_ ID>

< PG,_addr> Personal Gateway Address </ PG _addr>

< PG _servxxx> Personal Gateway Services </ PG servxxx>

</service__list>

2 ) Access Rule List

<message id=access_list>

<access_list>

<PN_policyxxx> Personal Network Access Policies </ PN_policyxxx>

</access list>

3 ) Handover Rule Li s t



<message id=handover_list>

< handover_list>

<PN_rulexxx> Personal Network Handover Ruless </ PN_rulexxx>

</ handover_list>

PG 10 further comprises of processor 12, which does

the processing of the service advertisements, processing

of user commands and the setting up of a secure

communication channels within the preferred system. In

our preferred embodiment, processor 12 will check the

service description stored in service list 13.a to

determine if a particular personal gateway would require

the service advertisement. The service list according

to our preferred embodiment will be sent via path 16.

PG 10 further comprise of display 14, which will display

user information sent from processor 12 via path 17 to

the user. In our preferred embodiment, user information

may be but not restricted a prompt for a user password.

Referring to Fig. 2 , the preferred system for the

current invention is disclosed. Inthis system, Home Agent

24 (HA) resides within the Wide Area Network 2 3 (WAN) .

HA 24 may be implemented as a Mobile IP Home Agent which

would forward packets within the user' s Personal Network

(PN) 20. In our preferred system, a user' s PN 20 comprises

of Home PAN 21a, Office PAN 21b and Mobile PAN 21c. In

our preferred embodiment, Home PAN 21a comprise of Home

PG 10a, which functions as the master personal gateway



in the user's PN 20. Home PAN 21a further comprise of

device 22a, which advertises its service (s) within Home

PAN 21a.

In our preferred embodiment, Office PAN 21b comprise

of Office PG 10b, which functions as a slave personal

gateway in the user's PN 20. Office PAN 21b further

comprise of device 22b, which advertises its service (s)

within Office PAN 21b .In our preferred embodiment ,Mobile

PAN 21c comprise of Mobile PG 10c, which functions as

a slave personal gateway in the user's PN 20. Mobile PAN

21c further comprise of device 22c, which advertises its

service (s) within Mobile PAN 21c.

In our preferred system, Home PG 10a, Office PG 10b

and Mobile PG 10c are similar to PG 10 as described in

Fig. 1 . Furthermore, in our preferred system, Home PG

10a, Office PG 10b and Mobile PG 10c will aggregate all

the services within their respective network and stored

it as a service list in it data storage 13. Home PG 10a,

Office PG 10b and Mobile PG 10c will then able to update

each other on the services within PN 20 by routing service

advertisements amongst each other via HA 24 .

In our preferred system, device 22a, 22b, 22c maybe

but not restricted to personal gateway, personal computer

or other electronic peripherals. Furthermore, in our

preferred system, device 22a, 22b, 22c are able to

advertise their service (s) using techniques such as but

not restricted toUniversal Plug and Play (UPnP) or Service



Discovery Protocol (SDP) . Furthermore, in our preferred

system, PG 10a, 10b, are implemented as fixed personal

gateways and PG 10c is implemented as a mobile personal

gateway. However it will be apparent to those skilled

in the art, personal gateways within PN 20 may be

implemented fixed or mobile gateways.

Furthermore, in our preferred system, Slave PGs are

able to identify the Master PG within PN 20.

In our preferred system, the method of Slave PG

identifying the Master PG may be but not limited to the

user assigning a unique identifier for the Master PG.

Although in this system, it is illustrated that PN

20 comprises of Home PAN 21a, Office PAN 21b and Mobile

PAN 21c, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art,

PN 20 may comprise of one or a plurality of user's PAN.

Furthermore, in this system, it is illustrated that a

PAN comprises of a device. However it will be apparent

to those skilled in the art, a PAN may comprise of a

plurality of devices. Furthermore, in this system, it

is illustrated that HA 24 is not part of PN 20. However,

it will be apparent to those skilled in the art, HA 24

may be part of PN 20 . Furthermore, in our preferred system,

within PN 20, Home PG 10a functions as the master personal

gateway and Office PG 10b and Mobile PG 10c function as

slave personal gateway. However it will be apparent to

those skilled in the art, the role of master maybe assigned

to any one of the personal gateways within PN 20.



Furthermore, it will be apparent to those skilled in the

art, the role of slave maybe assigned to any of the personal

gateways within PN 20.

When Mobile PG 10c is within the Home PAN, it can

be reachable via its Home Address (HoA) . When it roams

within WAN 23, it may use techniques such as but not

restricted to Mobile IPv6 to allow it to be reachable

even while roaming across WAN 23. Therefore, this allows

a user' s PAN or devices within PN 20 to be located

geographically apart. Mobile PG 10c obtains a local

Care-of Address (CoA) and updates HA 24 of it using

technique such as but not restricted to Return Rout ability

(RR) procedure. HA 24 will then bind Mobile PG 13c HoA

with the CoA it was provided in the RR procedure. This

would then allow Mobile PG 10c to maintain its

communication link with Home PG 10a and Office PG 10b

via HA 24 .

With the communication link establish between

Mobile PG 10c and Home PG 10a, Mobile PG 10c proceeds

to inform Home PG 10a about service capabilities within

PN 20 that Mobile PG 10c is interested in receiving. For

example, Mobile PG 10c sends a message asking Home PG

10a to forward any service advertisements to Mobile PG

10c regarding changes in printing capabilities within

PN 20. Home PG 10a stores these service advertisement

requests within its service list .When Home PG 10a receives

a service advertisement, Home PG 10a checks its service



list to determine which Slave PG (s) have requested for

capability update for the received service advertisement .

Once identified, Home PG 10a would perform the method

of selective updating by forwarding the received service

advertisement to selected Slave PG Cs) .

Referring to Fig. 3 , the sequence diagram

illustrating on the preferred method of forwarding

service advertisement from Slave Personal Gateway (s) to

Master Gateway according to a preferred embodiment of

the invention is disclosed. In our preferred embodiment,

device 22c broadcast its service advertisement in- step

30 within Mobile PAN 21c. In this preferred embodiment,

device service advertisement may comprise of but not

restricted to device identification and service

description. Once Mobile PG 10c receives the service

advertisement from device 22c, it will perform the step

of service advertisement 31 . In our preferred embodiment,

the step of service advertisement 31 comprises of updating

its service list 13a stored within Mobile PG 10c

accordingly to device 22c service advertisement. Mobile

PG 10c will then create a Slave PG service advertisement

and forward it via HA 24 to Home PG 10a in step 32. In

this preferred embodiment, Slave PG service advertisement

may comprise of but not restricted to Slave PG

identification, device identification (s) and service

description (s) . Home PG 10a upon receiving Slave PG

service advertisement will identify which Slave PG sent



the service advertisement from the Slave PG

identification within the Slave PG service advertisement

31. Home PG 10a would then proceed to perform the step

of register advertisement 33.

In our preferred embodiment the step of register

advertisement 33 comprises of up dating its service list

13a stored within Home PG 10a accordingly to Slave PG

service advertisement and Home PG 10a performing the

selective update procedure . In our preferred embodiment,

the selective update procedure is a function that the

Master PG will perform to choose which PAN to send the

service advertisement to. The Master PG has the role of

a central management entity within PN 20. In this

embodiment, Master PG can act like a Personal Network

Management entity. An exemplary function describing this

embodiment is disclosed later.

Referring to Fig. 4 , the flow chart illustrating

the method of the selective updating procedure performed

by the Master Personal Gateway according to a preferred

embodiment of the invention is disclosed. In our preferred

embodiment, after Master PG has update its service list

13a with the service advertisement received from Slave

PG, it then chooses a Slave PG PAN from its service list

13a in step 40. In our preferred embodiment, the Master

PG will then determine if the particular Slave PG PAN

requires the service provided in step 41 . In our preferred

embodiment, the process of Master PG determining if Slave



PG will need to receive the service advertisement may

be but not restricted to the Master PG using the service

description in the Slave PG service advertisement stored

in its service list 13a to determine if the Slave PG PAN

has the capabilities to use the service advertised. Such

determination can be for the Master PG to check from the

Master PG service list if the Slave PG has requested for

updates regarding capability change of a particular

services in the user's personal network.

In our preferred embodiment, if the Slave PG PAN

requires the service provided, Master PGwill then forward

the Slave PG service advertisement over to the selected

Slave PG in step 42. In our preferred embodiment, when

the Slave PG receives the service advertisement from the

Master PG, it will then update the service within its

service list 13a in step 43. Furthermore, in our preferred

embodiment, the Slave PG will then broadcast the service

advertisement within its PAN. In our preferred embodiment,

after the Master PG has decided whether to route the

service advertisement to a particular Slave PG, it will

repeat steps 41, 42 and 43 until all Slave PG (s) has been

considered for service updating in step 44.

In a second embodiment of selective updating

procedure in our invention, there exists another method

to allow for the selective updating procedure by the Master

PG to one or a plurality of selected slave PGs. Fig. 5

shows a flow chart illustrating on another method of the



selective updating procedure performed by the Master

Personal Gateway according to a second embodiment of the

invention. In this embodiment, the method of selective

updating procedure comprises of forwarding service

advertisements based on processing ' a tagged service

advertisement against the policies set within access rule

list 13b. In this embodiment, according to Fig 3 , when

Mobile PG 10c receives device service advertisement in

step 30 and updates its service list 13a, Mobile PG 10c

willtagthe advertisement based on the policies set within

the access rule list 13b in step 31. Mobile PG lOc will

then send the tagged Slave PG service advertisement in

step 32 to Home PG 10a. In this embodiment, tagging may

be but not restricted to adding a flag bit to the Slave

PG service advertisement.

When Home PG 10a receives Slave PG service

advertisement 32 fromMobile PG 10c, it checks to determine

if the service advertisement is tagged is step 50. In

this embodiment, when the Home PG 10a receives the tagged

service advertisement , it identifies the tag to determine

which policy to use from access rule list 13b in step

51. The selected policy will allow the Home PG 10a to

know which Slave PG the service advertisement will be

forwarded to. In this embodiment, once Home PG 10a

identifies one or a plurality of Slave PGs to inform,

it selects a first Slave PG from access list 13b and gets

the IP address of the selected Slave PG from its service



list 13a in step 54. Home PG 10a then forwards the service

advertisement to the selected Slave PG in step 42 as

described in Fig 4 . The selected Slave PG will update

its service list 13a and broadcast the service

advertisement within its PAN in step 43 as described in

Fig 4 . In this embodiment, Home PG 10a will continue to

route the service advertisement to any remaining Slave

PGs within the selected policy until all Slave PGs within

the policy has been informed in step 44 as described in

Fig 4 .

Furthermore, in this embodiment, another method of

selective updating procedure comprises of forwarding

service advertisements based on command sent by the user.

In this embodiment, when Home PG 10a receives the service

advertisement, it checks to determine if the service

advertisement is tagged is step 50. In this embodiment,

once Home PG 10a identifies that Slave PG service

advertisement 32 is not tagged, it checks if a user command

has been sent along with Slave PG service advertisement

32 in step 52.

In this embodiment , according to Fig. 3 , whenMobile

PG 10c sends the Slave PG service advertisement to Home

PG 10a in step 32, it will further send a command to Home

PG 10a to inform it of one or a plurality of Slave PGs

to forward the service advertisement to. In this

embodiment, command may be but not restricted to user

level command specifying information on which Slave PG



that the Master PG will forward the service advertisement

to.

When Home PG 10a receives a user command from Mobile

PG 10c, it processes the user command that was sent along

with the Slave PG service advertisement using processor

12 in step 54. Once the user command has been processed,

Home PG 10a will know which Slave PG will be informed

of the service advertisement. In this embodiment, user

command comprises of a Slave PG information. However it

will be apparent to those skilled in the art would

appreciate that user command may comprise of a plurality

of Slave PGs information. Once the user command have been

processed, Home PG 10a then selects a Slave PG based on

the user command and gets the IP address from its service

list 13a in step 54 . Home PG 10a then forward the service

advertisement to the selected Slave PG in step 42 as

described in Fig. 4 . The selected Slave PG will update

its service list 13a and broadcast the service

advertisement within its PAN in step 43 as described in

Fig. 4 . In this embodiment, Home PG 10a will continue

to route the service advertisement to any remaining Slave

PGs within the selected policy until all Slave PGs

specified within the user command has been informed in

step 44 .

Furthermore, in this embodiment, another method of

selective updating procedure comprises of forwarding

service advertisements based on the policies set within



access rule list 13b. In this embodiment, when Home PG

10a receives the service advertisement, it determines

that the Slave PG service advertisement 32 is not tagged

in step 50, Furthermore, Home PG 10a also determine that

no command has been sent along with Slave PG service

advertisement 32 in step 52. In this embodiment, Home

PG 10a then identifies which policy within its access

rule list 13b will be enforced based on which Slave PG

identification within Slave PG service advertisement 32

in step 53. In this embodiment, once Home PG 10a

identifies one or a plurality of Slave PGs to inform within

the selected policy, it selects a first Slave PG from

access list 13b and gets the IP address of the selected

Slave PG from its service list 13a in step 54. Home PG

10a then forwards the service advertisement to the

selected Slave PG in step 42 as described in Fig 4 . The

selected Slave PG will update its service list 13a and

broadcast the service advertisement within its PAN in

step 43 as described in Fig 4 . In this embodiment, Home

PG 10a will continue to route the service advertisement

to any remaining Slave PGs within the selected policy

until all Slave PGs within the policy has been informed

in step 44 as described in Fig 4 .

In a third embodiment of selective updating

procedure in our invention, there exists a method to allow

a Slave PGtoperforma lookup at Master PG for a particular

service. In this embodiment, according to Fig. 3 , Home



PG 10a stores the service advertisement it receives from

Slave PG (s) in its service list 13a. In this embodiment ,

when any Slave PG within PN 20 receives a service request

from devices, it performs a service lookup to Home PG

10a. In this embodiment, service lookup may be but not

restricted to UPnP service request. Home PG 10a will then

determine from its service list 13a if the requested

service is available. In this embodiment, if the

particular requested service is available, Home PG 10a

will then forward the service advertisement to Slave PG.

In our preferred system, there exist a method for

Master PG to handover its duties to a Slave PG for it

to function as the new Master PG within PN 20. In our

preferred system, Mobile PG 10c roams back into Home PAN

21a and decides to take over the role as the Master PG

within PN 20. Referring to Fig. 6 , a flow chart

illustrating amethod ofMaster Personal Gateway and Slave

Personal Gateway performing the handing over procedure

according to a preferred embodiment of the invention is

disclosed. In this embodiment, Home PG 10a and Mobile

PG 10c are able to form a secure communication channel.

When Mobile PG 10c roams back into Home PAN 21a, it checks

to determine if a handover procedure is required to be

triggered in step 60. In this embodiment, the method of

Mobile PG 10c triggering the handover procedure is that

the sending of a user command from Mobile PG 10c to Home

PG 10a. Furthermore, another method of Mobile PG 10c



triggering the handover procedure is that Mobile PG 10c

checking its rules -within handover rule list 13c to

determine if a handover procedure is necessary. If a

handover procedure is not required, then Mobile PG 10c

and Home PG 10a will continue to assume their roles as

Slave PG and Master PG respectively.

In this embodiment, once Mobile PG 10c determines

that a handover procedure is necessary, it sends a request

for the handover procedure .containing its device

authentication information to Home PG 10a in step 61.

In our preferred embodiment, the device authentication

information may comprise but not restricted to Mobile

PG 10c device identification and a shared key. Home PG

10a will then process the device authentication to

determine the authenticity in step 62. If Home PG 10a

is unable to validate the authenticity of Mobile PG 10c

device authentication information, it terminates the

handover procedure by informing Mobile PG 10c that it

has failed its device authentication phase. In this

embodiment, when Home PG 10a has performed the device

authentication phase with Mobile PG 10c, Home PG 10a will

check if a user authentication phase is required for the

handover procedure in step 63. If a user authentication

phase is not required in step 63, Home PG 10a then sends

it service list 13a to Mobile PG 10c in step 67. In this

embodiment, onceMobile PG 10c receives Home PG 10a service

list 13a, it updates its PG Information 13 with Home PG



10a service list 13a and sends an acknowledgment back

to Home PG 10a in step 68.

If a user authentication phase is required in step

63, Home PG 10a sends a challenge message to Mobile PG

10c requesting for a password in step 64. In this

embodiment, password may be but not restricted to a

Personal Identification Number (PIN) . Mobile PG 10c will

then prompt the user to input a password via display 14 .

In this embodiment, when the user input the password via

display 14, Mobile PG 10c will send the password to Hoiae

PG 10a via the secure communication channel in step 65 .

In this embodiment, Home PG 10a will then validate the

authenticity of the password in step 66. If Home PG 10a

is unable to validate the authenticity of Mobile PG 10c

password, it terminates the handover procedure b y

informing Mobile PG 10c that it has failed its user

authentication phase. In this embodiment, once Home PG

10a is able to validate Mobile PG 10c password, Home PG

10a then sends it service list 13a to Mobile PG 10c in

step 67. In this embodiment, once Mobile PG 10c receives

Home PG 10a service list 13a, it updates its PG Information

13 with Home PG 10a service list 13a and sends an

acknowledgment back to Home PG 10a in step 68.

In this embodiment, after Mobile PG 10c sends the

acknowledgement to Home PG 10a in step 68, Mobile PG 10c

becomes the new Master PG and Home PG 10a becomes a Slave

PG within PN 20. The new Master PG informs all PGs within



PN 20 of its presence in step 69. In this embodiment,

the method of the new Master PG informing all PGs within

PN 20 of its presence refers to the new Master PG

multicasting an update message to all Slave PGs within

PN 20 via HA 24. This update message informs Slave PGs

on how they are able to communicate with the new Master

PG. In this embodiment, update message may comprise of

but not restricted to the new Master PG Identification

and IP address.

Furthermore in this embodiment, the method of the

newMaster PG informing all PGs within PN 20 of its presence

refers to the new Master PG sending an HA update message

to HA 24 informing it of its role as Master PG within

PN 20..

In this embodiment, the HA update message may

comprise of but not restricted to the new Master PG

Identification and IP address. In this embodiment, HA

24 would then bind the new Master PG IP address as the

default address for routing of service advertisements

from one or a plurality of Slave PGs.

In our preferred system, there exists a method for

Master PG to request a Slave PG to takeover its duties

as the new Master PG within PN 20. Fig. 7 shows a flow

chart illustrating on a method of Master Personal Gateway

and Slave Personal Gateway performing the taking over

procedure according to a preferred embodiment of the

invention. In this embodiment, Master PG and Slave PG



are able to form a secure communication channel. Master

PG checks to determine if a takeover procedure is required

to be triggered in step 70. In this embodiment, the reason

of Master PG triggering the handover procedure maybe but

not restricted to impending network interface failure

at Master PG.

If a takeover procedure is not required, then Master

PG and Slave PG will continue to assume their roles with

PN 20. In this embodiment, once Master PG determines that

a takeover procedure is necessary, it will send a takeover

request containing its device authentication information

to initiate a takeover procedure with the selected Slave

PG in step 71.

In this embodiment, the device authentication

information may comprise but not restricted to Master

PG device identification and a shared key. When the

selected Slave PG receives the takeover request form

Master PG, it validates the authenticity of Master PG

device authentication information. If the selected Slave

PG is unable to validate the authenticity of Master PG

device authentication information, it terminates the

takeover procedure by informing Master PG that it has

failed its device authentication phase.

In this embodiment, when the selected Slave PG has

performed the device authentication phase with the Master

PG, the selected Slave PG will then determine if it has

the capabilities to take over the role of Master PG in



step 73. In this embodiment, the method of Slave PG

determining if it has the capabilities to take over the

role of Master PG maybe but not restricted to displaying

to the user that a takeover procedure is about to be

executed via display 14 and getting a user decision to

proceed with the takeover procedure.

If the user chooses not to accept the takeover

request fromMaster PG in step 73, it informs the selected

Slave PG to send a redirect message containing another

Slave PG information to Master PG in step 74. In this

embodiment ,thereasonthat auser would choose to redirect

the handover procedure may be but not restricted to that

the user feels that the selected Slave PG does not have

the necessary internal resources to function as the role

of Master PG. In this embodiment, internal resources may

be but not restricted to memory capacity or battery

lifetime. Master PG will then communicate with Slave PG

that was specified in the redirect message to perform

the takeover procedure. If the user chooses to accept

the takeover request in step 73, the selected Slave PG

will check if a user authentication phase is required

for the takeover procedure in step 75 .In this embodiment,

if a user authentication phase is not required in step

75, Master PG then sends it service list 13a to the selected

Slave PG in step 67 as described in Fig. 6 . In this

embodiment, once the selected Slave PG receives Master

PG service list 13a, it updates its PG Information 13



withMaster PG service list 13a and sends an acknowledgment

back to Master PG in step 68 as described in Fig. 6 .

If a user authentication phase is required in step

75, the selected Slave PG sends a challenge message to

Master PG requesting for a password in step 76. In this

embodiment, password may be but not restricted to a

Personal Identification Number (PIN) .Master PG will then

send the password to the selected Slave PG via the secure

communication channel in step 77. In this embodiment,

the selected Slave PG will then validate the authenticity

of the password in step 78. If the selected Slave PG is

unable to validate the authenticity ofMaster PGpassword,

it terminates the takeover procedure by informing Master

PG that it has failed its user authentication phase.

In this embodiment, once the selected Slave PG is

able to validate Master PG password, Master PG then sends

it service list 13a to the selected Slave PG in step 67

as described in Fig. 6 . In this embodiment, once the

selected Slave PG receives Master PG service list 13a,

the selected Slave PG updates its PG Information 13 with

Master PG service list 13a and sends an acknowledgment

back to Master PG in step 68 as described in Fig. 6 .

In this embodiment, after the selected Slave PG sends

the acknowledgment to the Master PG in step 68, the Master

PG becomes the Slave PG and the selected Slave PG becomes

the new Master PG within PN 20. In this embodiment, the

new Master PG informs all PGs within PN 20 of its presence



in step 69 as described in Fig. 6 .

In yet another embodiment , there exists a method

for Master PG being a Personal Network Management (PNM)

entity within PN 20. Fig. 8 illustrates on a method of

Master Personal Gateway acting as the Personal Network

Management entity according to a preferred embodiment

of the invention. In this embodiment, PNM entity 80 has

the role of Master PG and manages PN 20 by serving as

a central entity the slave PGs. Furthermore, in this

embodiment, PNM entity 80 contains a service list of all

the services provided in each PAN in PN 20. Slave PGs

within PN 20 will send their service advertisements to

PNM entity 80. An example is that a printer, device 22b,

has just established a connection within Office Slave

PG 10b and advertises its services within Office PAN 21b.

Office Slave PG 10b updates its service list with the

printer' s new service and sends the service advertisement

to PNM entity 80 by performing the steps as described

in Fig 3 . When PNM entity 80 receives a service

advertisement, it updates its service list. In this

embodiment, PNM entity 80 determines if personal computer,

device 22c, is required to receive the service capability

update. If so, PNM entity 80 performs the steps of

selective updating as described in Fig 4 to inform the

personal computer of new services within PN 20.

Although the invention has been herein shown and

described in what is conceived to be the most practical



and preferred embodiment, it will be appreciated by those

skilled in the art that various modifications may be made

in details of design and parameters without departing

from the scope and ambit of the invention.

This application is based on International Patent

Application No .PCT/ JP06/301945 filed on January 31, 2006,

and the United States Provisional Application

No. 60/792, 630 filed on April 18, 2006, entire content

of which is expressly incorporated by reference herein.



CLAIMS

1. Amethod for performing a selective service updating

procedure, the method comprising the steps of:

a Slave Personal Gateway (PG) providing its service

list to a Master Personal Gateway (P G ) ;

the Master PG storing the Slave PG service list in

a Master PG service list;

the Master PG receiving a service advertisement;

the Master PG determining said received service

advertisement is to be forwarded to a Slave PG; and

the Master PG forwarding the service advertisement

to said selected Slave PG.

2 . A method of claim 1 , wherein the Slave PG service

list comprises of capabilities of services that the Slave

PG is interested in being updated.

3 . A method of claim 1 , wherein the step of Master PG

determining comprises of the Master PG checking from the

Master PG service list if the Slave PG has requested for

capabilities update of said service specified in the

service advertisement.

4 . Amethod of claim 1 , the method further comprising

the steps of:

the Slave PG tagging the service advertisement

according to its access rules;

the Slave PG forwarding the tagged service

advertisement to the Master PG; and

the Master PG processing the tagged service



advertisement with its stored access rules.

5 . A method of claim 1 , the method further comprising

the steps of:

the Master PG identifying which Slave PG sent a

service advertisement by Slave PG identification.

6 . A method of claim 1 , the method further comprising

the steps of:

the Slave PG sending a service advertisement along

with a user command to the Master PG; and

the Master PG processing the user command.

7 . A method of claim 1 , the method further comprising

the steps of:

the Master PG storing all service advertisements

from the Slave PGs within its data store; and

Slave PGs performing a service lookup to the Master

PG whenever it receives a service request.

8 . A method of claim 1 , wherein the Master PG may

function as a PNM server.

9 . A method of claim 1 , wherein the Slave PG need not

be in a PAN, and may still receive service advertisements .
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